
Weekly Work Assignment - Term Three Week Four 

Homework Books:  

❖ Mental Maths Wk. 32 including daily problems. 

❖ Table Toppers - Divided by 12 pg. 54 Day 1-4 

❖ Read At Home: Wk. 28 Day 1-4 (pg. 109)  

❖ Continue reading every day ☺ 

Subject Specific Tasks: 

Literacy  

This week we are going to continue to explore procedural writing. We are going to look at explaining how 

to do things rather than making things! Get your thinking hats on and remember, you need to imagine you’re 

explaining things to an Alien who arrived from outer space - they need simple and very clear instructions! 

❖ Day One: Revision of procedural writing & interview activity.  
❖ Day Two: Reading activity - how to wash your hands with soap and water.  

❖ Day Three: Watching the space buns video & evaluation activity.  

❖ Day Four: Drawing your method & equipment.  

❖ Day Four: Time to write - How to paint a picture.  

As well as exploring procedural writing, we are going to be exploring visualisation this week. This is a very 

important reading comprehension strategy, it allows us to explore more than the words in the text, 

visualising allows us to create pictures in our minds to go with the words, it helps us immerse ourselves into 

the world of the book and gets us into the mind of the characters. This week we will begin by reading a 

short piece of information, and drawing what we imagine based on the words in the text. It is really 

important to pay attention to the little details ☺ 

Numeracy 

This week we are going to be exploring capacity, we will exploring litres and millilitres. All of the tasks and 

information is laid out for you in the PDF.  We have included some very hands on practical tasks for you to 

enjoy! 

❖ Day One: Key facts & exploring the litre.  

❖ Day Two: Exploring using a measuring jug.  

❖ Day Three: Making a delicious drink.  

❖ Day Four: Converting litres and millilitres.  

❖ Day Five:  Adding and subtracting. 

Gaeilge 

We are going to continue with some revision in Gaeilge and we’re going to look at ‘An Teilifís’.  

❖ Explore the ‘An Teilifís’ document to help you remember the phrases/words.  

❖ Complete the ‘Léigh agus tarraing’ (read and draw) activity. Read the phrases and draw the picture in 

the ‘teilifís’.   

❖ We will also be exploring the ‘Sé do Bheatha’ prayer (Haily Mary) as Gaeilge.  

❖ Watch of Cúla4 ar Scoil on TG4, it is a school program covering elements of the primary curriculum 

with different themes each week. 

 

 



 

SESE - Geography 

This week are focusing on geography and we will be exploring ‘Our Community’. We will be looking at the 

jobs in our community and volunteers and their role in our community. You will get to think about and share 

what job you would like to have in our community and why, as well as telling us about your community! 

Finally, you will be designing a poster for a competition entitled ‘Draw our Heroes’.  

❖ Topic One: What is a community & who is in my community? 

❖ Topic Two: Over to you! 

❖ Topic Three: My community 

 

Music 

❖ Listen to the first verse of ‘Let it go’ from Frozen. Listen carefully to the words - can you picture 

what she is describing? Can you think of any other songs like this? Share them with your teacher ☺ 

❖ Sign up for the free parents account on DabbleDoo music and explore some of their games and lessons.   

PE 

❖ Go on a walk and collect objects that you could use in your nature art challenge. Think outside the box! 

❖ Complete a workout of your choice - Joe Wicks, Just Dance, GoNoodle, Cosmic Kids Yoga etc.  

❖ If you could plan your own sports day, what events would you include? Make a list and share it with 

your teacher ☺  

Art  

❖ Complete your ‘Draw our heroes’ poster and send a picture to your teacher! 

❖ Using the objects you collected on your walk, complete the nature art challenge. Create a picture using 

only objects from nature. You can do something similar to the photos, or it can be completely 

different! Be as creative as you can - don’t forget to share your photos with your teacher ☺  

 

SPHE - Social Personal Health Education 

❖ Complete the guided meditation activity, it is a really nice way of exploring visualisation, this video will 

take us to the beach! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bO_jYDZ022o 

❖ Send your teacher an email during the week to let them know what you’ve been up to or even just to 

say hello! If you want to send us some photos we can share them on the school website! 

❖ Explore the Weaving Wellbeing booklet and choose another activity to do during the week. You do not 

need to print this activity booklet - you can do them on a page or in a copy.  

❖ Read and discuss the information in the Internet Safety document with an adult!   

Religion 

We will be learning about May being the month of Mary this week. We will be looking at things we associate 

with Mary as well as some places. There are some lovely activities you can do too! We will also be beginning 

to explore the ‘Sé Do Bheatha’ prayer.  

 

We are looking forward to hearing from you all ☺  

Miss Duke & Mrs O’Dwyer.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bO_jYDZ022o

